The Couture Total Satisfaction Guarantee
If, for any reason, you are not pleased with Couture, simply wash the product and return it for a replacement or refund.

Couture available at:
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Antimicrobial - Made with 99.9% pure silver, X-Static® enhances socks with permanent anti-odor and antimicrobial performance. It protects the fabric from the growth of odor-causing bacteria and fungus – keep your feet fresh and odor-free!

Permanent - Will not wash or wear out. Performs for the life of the product.

Regulates Temperature - Natural temperature-regulating properties keep your feet cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter.

Couture compression stockings and socks use advanced high-tech microfiber yarns to provide a soft, silky, luxurious feel on the skin and fashionable for wear with any attire. Couture compression stockings and socks are “shaped to fit”, combining optimal stretch fabric with a unique contouring process providing ease of donning and superior wearing comfort. Stockings fit perfectly and deliver nearly imperceptible yet medically correct compression. In properly graduated stockings, compression is highest at the ankle and gradually reduces up to the top of the stocking.